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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel feature selection method based on sig-
nificance test (ST). Statistical significant difference between (or among)
classes, such as t statistic in Student test and F statistic in ANOVA, is utilized
to measure pattern recognition ability of individual features. The feature sig-
nificance level during a feature selecting procedure is used as feature selection
criterion, which is determined by the product of the significant difference level
and the independent coefficient of the candidate feature. An algorithm of
maximum significant difference and independence (MSDI) and strategies of
monotonically increasing curve (MIC) are proposed to sequentially rank the
feature significance and determine the feature subset with minimum feature
number and maximum recognition rate. Very good performances have been
obtained when applying this method on handwritten digital recognition data.
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1 Introduction

Feature selection is the process of determining relevant features from the original
feature set for a pattern recognition problem. One way to select the optimal features
from given initial feature subset is to exhaustively evaluate the recognition rate for all
possible combinations of features. But, in the case of large number of features, such
as some image recognition that may have hundreds of features, this exhaustive search
strategy is impractical because of its time consuming. In order to avoid the exhaustive
search, intermediate results or feature selection criteria have been introduced for this
purpose. For instance, features can be selected based on the mutual information crite-
rion [1], or by using fuzzy region analysis [2]. However, it has been showed that no
non-exhaustive sequential feature selection procedure can be guaranteed to produce
the optimal subset [3]. This paper proposes a new feature selection method of the
non-exhaustive sequential selection type in order to obtain better pattern recognition
performance.
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In the following section, the measurements related with the criteria of feature se-
lection are presented in Section 2.1 and 2.2, and selection procedures based on the
significance level of features are proposed in Section 2.3 and 2.4. Experimental re-
sults and a comparison with the mutual information feature selection method are
discussed in Section 3.

2 Methodology

The significance test (ST) method for feature selection involves a sequential selection
procedure of maximum significant difference and independence (MSDI). MSDI first
selects the feature with the most significant difference between (or among) classes as
the first feature, and then every new feature is selected by maximizing the product of
individual pattern separability and independence coefficient between the candidate
and already selected feature. After the procedure of MSDI, monotonically increasing
curve strategy (MIC) can be used to delete useless features in the feature subset se-
lected by MSDI.

2.1 Measurement of Pattern Separability on Individual Features

The significance of difference between (or among) classes is used to estimate the
ability of pattern recognition of a feature. Various statistical significance tests can be
used to determine the level of significant difference.

Significant Difference Between Two Classes

It is straightforward that the significance of the difference (sd) between classes is in
proportion to the difference of their means and in inverse proportion to the variance
of their distribution,

.
varianceondistributi

classestwobetweendifference
sd = (1)
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If the two classes are distributed normally, the significance of the difference between
the two classes on feature i can be statistically estimated by the t statistic of the Stu-
dent test [4]
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Significant Difference Among More than Two Classes

When there are more than two classes, the overall significant difference can be esti-
mated by the variance among these classes and variance within classes,

classeswithinvariance

classesamongvariance
sd = . (5)

We assume that there are c classes 
)()2()1( ...,,, cxxx  with the number m of features. F

statistic in ANOVA (analysis of variance) [4] can be used to measure the significant
difference (5) for the all classes on feature i,

,,...,2,1,22 mismsF wiaii == (6)

where ais  and wis  are the standard deviations used to measure the variance of the

distribution among classes and within classes respectively
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2.2 Measurement of Independence Between (or Among) Features

We define independence between features 
ux  and 

vx as

21 uvuv rind −= , (8)

where 
uvr  is the Pearson correlation coefficient [4],
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The independence between multiple features 
upuu xxx ...,, 21

 and 
vx  can be estimated

by the independence between multiple regression 
v̂x  and 

vx
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where upuu ...,,2,1 represent the already-selected features 
upuu xxx ...,,, 21

; 
vx ˆ  is the

regression predicted feature (
upuuv xbxbxbax 12211ˆ ... ++++= ); xv is the candidate

feature.
The independence above is estimated within class, and the overall independence

on the all classes can be estimated by the mean of these independence levels.
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2.3 Measurement of Feature Significance

We defined the feature significance as the contribution of a candidate on improving
pattern recognition when the candidate feature is added to feature subset. The meas-
urement of feature significance can be reasonably estimated by the product of signifi-
cant difference between (or among) classes and the independence level between the
candidate feature and the already-selected feature(s),

indsdsf ×= . (12)

The significant difference (sd) represents the pattern separability of individual fea-
tures, which can be estimated by t statistic (t-test) or F statistic (ANOVA). The inde-
pendence level ind ( 10 ≤≤ ind ) can be viewed as the weight of feature significance
in a specific procedure. When 1=ind  (the feature is totally not correlative with the
already-selected features), the feature significance will be equal to the significance
difference value ( tsf =  or Fsf = ). When 0=ind (the feature can be obtained from

the linear combination of the already-selected features), the feature significance will
be set to 0 ( 0=sf ), as this kind of feature is useless for improving pattern recogni-

tion even when its calculated significance of difference might be high.

2.4 Maximum Significant Difference and Independence Algorithm

Maximum significant difference and independence (MSDI) is a forward stepwise
procedure; it starts from the first feature with the most significant difference in the
original feature set, and then adds the most significant feature at a time. The selection
procedure of the MSDI algorithm is described as follows:
1) Compute the significant difference (sd) between (or among) classes on all origi-

nal features;
2) Choose the first feature with the maximum sd

)max(_1 sdfeaturest ⇐ ; (13)

3) Compute the independence (ind) between every candidate feature and the al-
ready-selected feature;
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4) Compute the level of feature significance ( )indsdsf ×=  on every candidate

feature, then select the feature with the maximum sf value as the second feature;

)max(_2 sffeaturend ⇐ ; (14)

5) If the already-selected feature subset reaches the maximum number of features,
terminate the procedure, otherwise go to step 3.

2.5 Monotonically Increasing Curve Strategy

After the original features are ranked by MSDI, a performance curve can be drawn by
the recognition rate vs the size of the feature subset. Generally, the curve tends to
increase (in overall trend) at first, after reaching the maximum, and then it tends to
decrease. The curve can be divided into two parts by the maximum point. Ideally, the
curve monotonically increases in the first part and decreases in the second part. How-
ever, the selected feature subset (the first part of curve) usually still has a few “bad”
or “not good” features, and the curve is not perfectly monotonic. In order to reach
maximum pattern recognition rate with the minimum size of feature subset, we can
delete the features that have “no good” contribution to the recognition performance,
and make the curve monotonic.

One strategy to make the curve monotonically increasing is to sequentially delete
the “not good” features as follows:
1) Delete the leftmost feature that has “no good” contribution to the increasing of

recognition rate, the index of the deleting feature (idl) is determined by

{ })1()(|),min( −≤∈= ififiiii dddl
, (15)

where i is the rank of feature significance in already-selected feature subset, id is
the index set of “not good” feature, f(i) is the rate of recognition;

2) Plot the performance curve again with the new feature subset;
3) Repeat the procedure until the part of the curve before the maximum point is

strictly monotonically increasing.
Another more computationally effective is as follows:

1) Delete all of the features that has “no good” contribution to the increasing of
recognition rate, the index set (id) of deleting features is determined by

{ })1()(| −≤∈ ififiid
, (16)

where i is the rank of feature significance in already-selected feature subset, f(i)
is the rate of recognition;

2) Plot the performance curve again with the new feature subset;
3) Repeat the procedure until the part of curve before the maximum point is strictly

monotonically increasing.
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3 Experimental Results

We have used the dataset of handwritten numeral recognition from UCI Machine
Learning Repository (http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html) It consists
of 649 features on handwritten numerals (`0'--`9'). These 649 features distribute over
the following feature sets: 76 Fourier coefficients of the character shapes, 216 profile
correlations, 64 Karhunen-Love coefficients, 240 pixel averages in 2 x 3 windows, 47
Zernike moments, 6 morphological features. There are 200 patterns per class (for a
total of 2,000 patterns) in the data set, and we randomly use half as training set and
remaining data as testing set on every class. We used a probabilistic neural network
(PNN) [5] as a classifier.
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Fig. 1. The performance curve of pattern recognizing the handwritten numerals by maximiz-
ing significant difference (MSD), maximizing significant difference and independence (MSDI),
and monotonically increasing curve (MIC) strategy

Fig. 1. shows the 50 relation between the rate of recognition and the number of
features used. Only first features are plotted in the figure, and the performance of
PNN for every number of features is on the optimal condition. We can see that the
recognition performance of maximizing significant difference (MSD) is much better
than that of random ranking, because MSD selected the feature subset with maximum
individual pattern seperability. The performance of maximizing significant difference
and independence (MSDI) is further improved comparing that of maximizing signifi-
cant difference (MSD). MSDI considers both of the pattern separability of individual
features and the correlation between the candidate feature and the already-selected
features, which discards redundant features and thus reaches better rate of recognition
with less number of features than MSD does. Fig. 1 also shows the results after the
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monotonically increasing curve (MIC) strategy is applied on the feature subset se-
lected by MSDI, which makes the performance curve monotonic and obtains higher
rate of recognition with less number of features than MSDI only.

The mutual information (MI) feature selection method [1] is applied in the same
data set for comparison,
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where β regulates the relative importance of the MI between the candidate feature and
the already-selected features with respect to the MI between the feature and the output
class. β is recommended between 0.5 and 1.0 [1]. However, by searching β between
all range of 0 to 1, we find out that the optimal value is on β = 0.2 and the perform-
ance on β = 0.5 (within the range 0.5 to l.0) is only suboptimal. Fig. 2. shows that our
MSDI is much better than MI in this handwritten numeral recognition problem on two
aspects: a) MSDI (before the MIC procedure) obtains better recognition than MI does
in the range of large feature number (feature number >5); b) MSDI is more computa-
tionally effective than MI method, one reason is that the MI need to search , which is
time consuming since it involves classifier learning.
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Fig. 2. The performance curve of pattern recognizing the handwritten numeral by maximizing
significant difference and independence (MSDI) and mutual information (MI)

We have also used another handwritten digital dataset also from UCI Machine
Learning Repository. 32x32 bitmaps are divided into non-overlapping blocks of 4x4
size, the number of pixels is counted in each block in the range 0 to16, and it gener-
ates 8x8 matrix (that is 64 features). Training set in the database has 3823 patterns
totally. We randomly use half of every class in the training set as actually training set
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Fig. 3. The performance curve of pattern recognizing the optical handwritten digits by maxi-
mizing significant difference and independence (MSDI) and mutual information (MI)

and remaining data as testing set. Fig. 3. shows that the curves are almost monotonic
increase in all range of number of features, which means that almost all the feature
positively contribute to pattern recognition. Although all features are “good” features,
they have different significance to contribute on pattern recognition procedure. Fig. 3.
also shows the results of  MI at different β values, and the optimal β is between 0.1 ~
0.2. The performance of MI at the optimal condition is close to that of MSDI on this
example.

4 Conclusion

The paper shows that the significance test (ST) feature selection has very good per-
formance in the image field (the handwritten digital recognition), and MSDI (even
before the MIC procedure) can obtain better performance with more effective com-
putation than MI. In fact, the ST can be applied to any supervised classification, and
the significant difference can utilize different statistical model in accordance with the
properties of the original data set.
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